
Restaurant

bibigo restaurant in korea

RESTAURANTSTARON + TEMPEST

Staron, 5 special features

Clean finish

Smooth seams

Smooth surface

Colorful designs and patterns

Non-porous material 



kfc in france 

restaurant in ltaly

mcdonald in france 

kfc in france

RESTAURANT

Staron is an extremely durable but also easy to restore surface cracks 

and scratches. Restaurants are heavy traffic spaces where customers

come and go. Use Staron to prolong the newness of your atmosphere 

for a long time. 

A smart durable material

CLEAN FINISH

STARON + TEMPEST



RESTAURANT

asan trapalace in korea

Staron’s surfaces are clean and seamless which is well suited 

for restaurants. Designers can easily create variety of smooth 

forms that is like an artwork. These subtle features increase

the value of the completed design.

Seamless design perfection

SMOOTH SEAMS

samsung human resources development center in korea

STARON + TEMPEST



RESTAURANT

petit grillon corpatanx in switzerland 

petit grillon corpatanx in switzerland 

sushi la bar & grill restaurant 
in nicosia, cyprus

STARON + TEMPEST

SMOOTH SURFACE
Staron,
born in various forms
Staron solid surface is able to unleash the creativity of a designer by 

offering versatile forms. Smooth curves and surfaces can help the 

completion of the design. Staron’s transparency can add colorful 

variety to different interior spaces. You can use opaque faux marble 

cuts (CNC) or adjust the thickness to get a luminous transparency 

to an interior space.  



RESTAURANT

pub in u.s.a  

pub in u.s.a  

bar in switzerland

STARON + TEMPEST

Staron solid surface is differentiated from other interior materials for its 

rugged functionality and versatility of use that can implement a designer’s 

creative touch into a space. In addition, based on a systematic color system, 

we are able to capture a designer’s thoughts and feelings in the design of 

a restaurant.

Staron,
helping you express creative space

COLORFUL DESIgNS 
AND PATTERNS



RESTAURANT

eurostar & Yo sushi bar in u.k

kfc in france

the university of edinburgh in u.k

eurostar & Yo sushi bar in u.k

STARON + TEMPEST

The non-porous surface of Staron makes it impervious to water and deter bacterial 

growth. It can be used safely in a variety shop interiors. In addition, majority of surface 

pollutants can be easily removed with soap and water which is easy to maintain and 

convenient. 

Your safe choice, Staron

NON-POROUS MATERIAL 




